
COSPLAYER SCHEDULE
11-12 12-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6

Thursday Arielle Lien Chandra Angel Johnson Elspeth
Erin Adams Arlinn Paul Eveslage Dack Elliot Scott Venser

Matt Wardle Ajani
Gin Santora Nissa

Friday Ronnie Head Garruk Audrey Utz Tamiyo Angel Johnson Vraska
Kensadi Starr Liliana Paul Eveslage Dack

Matt Wardle JAce UOS Matt Wardle Jace AOT
MJ Scott Liliana DM
Arielle Lien Chandra
Erin Adams Nissa SOE
Carolyn Hazen Saheeli

Sydney Stafl Nahiri

Saturday Kensadi Starr Olivia MFW Carolyn Hazen Saheeli Elliot Scott Venser
Sydney Stafl Jace UOS Sydney Stafl Jace UOS

MJ Scott Liliana AKH Matt Wardle Ajani
Arielle Lien Chandra AKH Jeff Giorgi Geralf
Erin Adams Nisaa AKH Audrey Utz Gisa

Sunday MJ Scott Liliana TLH
Audrey Utz Liliana Paul Eveslage Tireless Tracker
Kensadi Starr Avacyn
Ronnie Head Sorin

*Schedule subject to change



AUDREY UTZ
Oridayo Cosplay

SYDNEY STAFL
Velolciraptor Cosplay

RONNIE HEAD
Kensadi Cosplay

KENSADI STARR
Kensadi Cosplay

GIN SANTORA
Jackal Costuming

MJ SCOTT
@moxymtg

ELLIOT SCOTT
@Hackworth

CAROLYN HAZEN
@carolyncosplay

ERIN ADAMS
@Erinsartstuff

PAUL EVESLAGE
EoT_Impulse Cosplay

ARIELLE LIEN
Air Bubbles Cosplay

ANGEL JOHNSON
@AiAmethyst

JEFF GIORGI
Oridayo Cosplay

MATT WARDLE
Jackal Costuming

COSPLAYER BIOS



MJ SCOTT
@moxymtg

ERIN ADAMS
@Erinsartstuff

ARIELLE LIEN
Air Bubbles Cosplay

ELLIOT SCOTT
@Hackworth

@moxymtg on Twitter
moxymtg.com
facebook.com/moxycosplay

“I, Magus.” --Raistlin Majere, The Soulforge

MJ Scott started playing Magic during 
Conflux and has been an active member 
of the community since shortly thereafter. 
Veteran flavor text writer, producer of 
Bennie Smith’s The Complete Commander, 
Gathering Magic columnist, card alterist, 
MTG fanfic writer and founder of the cosplay 
movement known as The Planeswalker 
Summit, MJ likes to keep busy because idle 
hands are a demon’s playground. Fascinated 
by the human heart since forever, she 
finally found one (while wandering in the 
Glimmervoid one afternoon) that has yet to 
bore her. She wishes you good adventures, 
and hopes Magic will be your sword/shield/
staff/mirror in all the battles to come.

Erin Adams has spent the better part of her 
adult life crafting things out of fabric, sugar, clay, 
paint, flour, and dreams. She has been playing 
roleplaying games since at least the early 90’s, 
and has been playing Magic: the Gathering since 
they started printing cards with white borders. 
Once she discovered that she could turn her 
passion for Halloween costumes toward Magic 
characters, she jumped in headfirst into the 
cosplay pool, and can be found frequenting GPs 
throughout eastern Canada.

Professionally Erin has owned a gourmet 
dessert sauce business, created fancy-schmancy 
sculpted cakes, and stalked the halls of grocery 
stores, using her creative powers to convince 
store managers to purchase products on behalf 
of Wonderful Brands. Erin is married, and has 
two children that she brainwashes with nerd 
knowledge regularly.

Erin and samples of her creative works can be 
found on Twitter @erinsartstuff and on Facebook 
also as ‘Erin’s Art Stuff.’ She’s also a mean Limited 
player. Tread carefully.

Arielle from Air Bubbles Cosplay is a self-
taught costume designer and avid cosplayer. 
She began her costume journey in college 
when given the choice between the 
costume shop or the scene shop. Since then, 
she has designed 7 theatrical productions, 
including “Chicago”. She has also built over 
10 costumes for herself, winning 5 awards. 
Her main cosplay passion is with Magic the 
Gathering characters and Destiny characters. 
Chandra is her prized build which she has 
re done 3 times and has won 3 awards with 
the most previous builds. She started as a 
seamstress but has vastly shifted gears to 
armor building and LEDs. She can be found 
teaching “Working with Worbla” panels 
across the Pacific Northwest. She loves to 
help and to take pictures with cosplayers 
and non cosplayers alike! In her free time 
she plays video games and MTG. Find her 
and join her for a game!

Elliot has been playing Magic since Fourth 
Edition. At age 13, he wrote a passionate 
letter to Wizards R&D asking them to reverse 
the Sixth Edition rules update and keep the 
Interrupt card type, then subsequently quit 
the game in protest.  He returned to Magic 
during Conflux and has no plans to revisit 
leaving anytime soon. He gave his heart 
away on Mirrodin and has no plans to get 
that back anytime soon, either.



We are a duo that enjoy making costumes 
from video games, comic books and Magic: 
the Gathering. Founders of the Jackal 
Soldiers costume group.

Biography
Gin: Lead designer, sculptor, seamstress

Matt: Lead painter, public relations

Awards
Best In Show - DragonCon 2009 Cosplay 
Contest

3rd Place - Masters Division, Otakon 2010

Follow Audrey Utz
Oridayo Cosplay on facebook
 @Oridesu on twitter

We are a duo that enjoy making costumes 
from video games, comic books and Magic: 
the Gathering. Founders of the Jackal 
Soldiers costume group.

Biography
Gin: Lead designer, sculptor, seamstress

Matt: Lead painter, public relations

Awards
Best In Show - DragonCon 2009 Cosplay 
Contest

3rd Place - Masters Division, Otakon 2010

“I have a bad feeling about this...”

AUDREY UTZ
Oridayo Cosplay

GIN SANTORA
Jackal Costuming

JEFF GIORGI
Oridayo Cosplay

MATT WARDLE
Jackal Costuming



For Kensadi of Kensadi Cosplay, Magic has 
been part of life since Portal, opening the 
door to many new friendships over the years. 
Cosplay is the perfect pairing of Kensadi’s 
two loves: costumes and Magic. Her first 
costumes were Liliana of the Veil and Garruk 
Relentless. Since then Kensadi has made 
five more MTG costumes and the story has 
always driven the characters they choose 
to cosplay. Kensadi’s first Grand Prix was 
San Diego in 2015, where she both played 
and cosplayed, and she looks forward to 
attending many more.

Cosplayer: Velolciraptor
Muggle Name: Sydney
Magic Cosplays: Nahiri, Jace, Jhoira

Velolciraptor, theropod-pun maker 
extraordinaire (on some plane maybe), 
began cosplaying from Magic in 2013. She 
figured a return to Gen Con after 5+ years 
of absence was a good enough reason to 
finally attempt the Jace cosplay that she’d 
been wanting to make for most of those five 
years. Other than the heat exhaustion and 
the dehydration a full-length cloak gives you 
in 90+ degree midwest weather, getting to 
finally be Mr. Mindsculptor himself was an 
amazing experience. The reception from the 
mtg community as well as other cosplayers 
was so much better and warmer and more 
mind blowing than anything she’d expected. 
Velolciraptor is so beyond psyched to be at 
GP Vegas with the out-of-this-plane team 
MJ has put together.

After having played MTG for years, the idea 
of cosplay was brought up to Ronnie and, 
hearing the inner Barney Stinson demand, 
“Suit up!”-- he was excited to add a new 
dimension to the game. After the first 
experience of talking and taking photos 
with fans, cosplay became a very enjoyable 
hobby. Ronnie loves being a part of Magic 
characters walking off the cards and into 
events as it fulfills both his and fans’ love of 
the lore. Every time Ronnie wears costumes 
such as Crovax--one of Magic’s early icons--it 
reminds him of the fantastic stories, art, and 
flavor texts that make this game great. 

Follow Angel Johnson 
@AiAmethyst on twitter

SYDNEY STAFL
Velolciraptor Cosplay

RONNIE HEAD
Kensadi Cosplay

KENSADI STARR
Kensadi Cosplay

ANGEL JOHNSON
@AiAmethyst



Paul Eveslage has been playing 
Magic since Dragon’s Maze and 
made his cosplay debut as Sorin, 
Solemn Visitor at GP Pittsburgh 
2016. When not tapping Plains 
and Islands, Paul is a STEM 
student and tutor at Wright 
State University. Paul’s favorite 
formats are cube (he is curating 
a 360-card peasant list) and 
Commander (current number of 
decks: 21).

CarolynCosplay is from Minneapolis, MN and 
started cosplaying at her first convention in 
May 2005 after she graduated from college 
in 2004. Working at a lab job by day, and 
nerding out watching movies and making 
costumes at night. She loves making every 
aspect of a costume head to toe from 
fully styled “permanent” wigs, to cosplay, 
bodysuits, armor, GLOVES, props, and even 
shoes. She started competing at her first 
conventions and has won enough times to 
be granted Master rank tiering. Please ask 
her anything, she loves to share how she did 
it! This is her first Magic cosplay but she has 
been a part of Magic the Gathering since she 
learned on Revised edition decks like Green 
Giant Growth. Ask to see her red black dual 
land, she is very proud.

CAROLYN HAZEN
@carolyncosplay

PAUL EVESLAGE
EoT_Impulse Cosplay


